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MULTIVARIATE DISCRETE SPLINES
AND LINEAR DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS

RONG-QING JIA

Abstract. In this paper we investigate the algebraic properties of multivari-

ate discrete splines. It turns out that multivariate discrete splines are closely

related to linear diophantine equations. In particular, we use a solvability con-

dition for a system of linear diophantine equations to obtain a necessary and

sufficient condition for the integer translates of a discrete box spline to be lin-

early independent. In order to understand the local structure of discrete splines

we develop a general theory for certain systems of linear partial difference equa-

tions. Using this theory we prove that the integer translates of a discrete box

spline are locally linearly independent if and only if they are linearly indepen-

dent.

1. Introduction

Multivariate discrete splines are closely related to linear diophantine equa-

tions. The close relationship between them was first revealed by Dahmen and

Micchelli [12].
Let X be an 5 x n integer matrix. Given a £ IZ, consider the following

system of linear diophantine equations for ß £ Z" ,

Xß = a.

The number of nonnegative integer solutions ß to this system is denoted by

t(a\X). It is easily seen that t(a\X) is finite as long as the convex hull of X does

not contain 0. It turns out that the sequence (t(a\X))aezs is just the so-called
discrete truncated power associated with X . In [12] Dahmen and Micchelli used

the discrete truncated power as a tool to study linear diophantine equations. In

particular, they reproved and extended certain results of Stanley [25, Chapter

4] about magic squares. Following their approach, the author in [17] solved a

conjecture of Stanley about symmetric magic squares.
Let 77 = diag{«i ,...,«„} be an n x n diagonal matrix with Nj := l/hj

being positive integers, j = 1, ... , n . Such a matrix is called a scaling matrix.

If all the diagonal entries in 77 are equal, then H is called a simple scaling

matrix. Consider the following system of linear equations for ß £ Z",

XHß = a.
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Given a £ XH(Z"), the number of solutions ß £ n"=i{°> 1,_, 7V> — 1}

to the above system is denoted by bH(a\X). It turns out that the sequence

(bH(at\X))a€xH(&) lS Just the so-called discrete box spline associated with X

and 77. The discrete box spline plays an important role in applications such as

computer generation of surfaces (see [4 and 8]). In the special case of simple

scaling, Dahmen and Micchelli [11] established several algebraic properties for

the discrete box spline, and they were wondering whether their results could

be generalized to the discrete box spline with respect to arbitrary diagonal scal-

ing. In this paper we shall give a comprehensive investigation of the algebraic

properties of the discrete box spline in the general case. Even in the simple

scaling case our results are much more satisfactory than the original results of

Dahmen and Micchelli in [11]. Our results are based on a study of the solv-

ability of linear diophantine equations. It is remarkable that a condition on the

solvability of linear diophantine equations leads us to a necessary and sufficient

condition under which the integer translates of a discrete box spline are linearly

independent.
In order to study the local linear independence of the integer translates of

a discrete box spline we need to understand the local structure of the discrete

box spline. The local structure of the box spline was studied by de Boor and

Höllig [3], and Dahmen and Micchelli [7]. Their study was related to certain

systems of linear partial differential equations. In the discrete case the problem

is related to certain systems of linear partial difference equations (see [10 and
12]). Following their lead we shall investigate certain systems of linear partial

difference equations in a more general setting. This investigation enables us

to prove that the integer translates of a discrete box spline are locally linearly

independent if and only if they are linearly independent.

The paper is organized as follows: After reviewing some basic properties
of multivariate discrete splines in §2 and some conditions on the solvability

of linear diophantine equations in §3, we give in §4 a necessary and sufficient

condition for the integer translates of a discrete box spline to be linearly in-

dependent. Section 5 is devoted to a study of certain linear partial difference

equations arising from multivariate discrete splines. In §6 we give a satisfactory

description of the local structure of the discrete box spline. The results of §§5

and 6 are then applied to the study of local linear independence in §7. Finally,

in §8, we extend the previous results to multivariate discrete exponential splines.

2. Multivariate discrete splines

In this section, we review some basic properties of truncated powers and box

splines and their discrete counterparts. Let us first introduce some notation.
We view a real (complex) s-vector as a real (complex) s x 1 matrix. Let W

(Cs) be the linear space of all real (complex) s-vectors. The transpose of a

given matrix A is denoted by AT . The scalar product of two vectors x, y G Cs

is defined to be xTy. By R+ (resp. Z+) we denote the set of nonnegative

real numbers (resp. nonnegative integers). Recall that a distribution on W is

a continuous linear functional on the test function space Z&iW) (e.g., see [22,

Chapter 6]). The space of all distributions on W is denoted by 2!'(W). The

Fourier-Laplace transform of a test function </> is given by
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fâ) := í (f>ix) expi-ic¡Tx) dx,       ti £ Cs.
Jrs

The Fourier-Laplace transform of a distribution is defined accordingly.

Let X bean jx« real matrix. The truncated power Ti'\X) associated with
X was introduced by Dahmen [5]. If the convex hull of the column vectors of

X does not contain 0, then Ti-\X) is the distribution given by the rule

(2.1) T(-\X):<f>^ I  <f>iXu)du,        (p£2(W).
7r»

The box spline B(-\X) associated with X was introduced by de Boor and
DeVore [2], and de Boor and Höllig [3]. It is the distribution given by the rule

(2.2) B(-\X):<f>~ [      tj)(Xu)du,        tf)£3f(Rs),
J[0..X)"

where [0..1) denotes the interval {r £R:0<r < 1}.

In what follows we assume that all the columns of X axe nonzero integer

vectors. Then it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that for all tf) £ B(W),

(T(.\X), <f>) = [  (¡>(Xu)du
Jr»

= Y, Í     4>(X(u + ß))du
ßeZn+fio..xy

= ^(B(.-Xß\X),^.
ßezn+

Hence, with

t(a\X):=#{ß £Z"+: Xß=a), a£Zs,

where # E denotes the number of elements in a set E, we have

T(.\X)=YJt(a\X)B(.-a\X).
a€Zs

This relation was established by Dahmen and Micchelli in [6]. The sequence

t(-\X):a^t(a\X)        (a£Zs)

is called the discrete truncated power associated with X.

Let 77 = diag{«i,... ,hn) be a scaling matrix and set

n

(2.3) E„:=(HZn)n[0..1)n = Yl{0,hj,...,l-hj}.
7 = 1

The box spline Bi-\X) can be represented in terms of the integer translates

of the box spline Bi-\XH). More precisely, it follows from (2.2) that for all
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<p £ 3¡(W),

(B(.\X),4>)= [      <p(Xu)du
J\o..xy

= (det/7)/ tj>iXHv)dv
7/7-'([0..1)")

= (det/7)     V      /      tj)(XH(v + ß))dv
ßeH->(EH)

= (detH) Y,(B(.-Xß\XH),<f>).
ßeE„

Therefore, with

(2.4) bH(a\X):=#{ß£EH:Xß = a},        a£X(EH),

we have

(2.5) B(-\X) = idetH)    £    bH(a\X)B(--a\XH).
aeX(E„)

The sequence

bH(-\X):a~bH(a\X)       (a£X(EH))

is called the discrete box spline associated with X and 77. When 7/ =

diag{«,...,«} is a simple scaling matrix we write bh(-\X) for bn(.\X). The

discrete box spline was introduced by Cohen, Lyche, and Riesenfeld [4], and by

Dahmen and Micchelli [8].
From (2.4) we see that bf¡(-\X) is supported on the finite set X(Ey¡). Thus

we may view bu(-\X) as a linear combination of Dirac measures

bH(-\X)=    Y,   b„ia\X)Si. - a),
a€X(EH)

where 6 is the distribution given by

(Ô, <t>) = 4>(0),    for all <f> £ 3tiRs).

Then (2.5) may be rewritten as

(2.6) B(-\X) = (detH)bH(-\X) * B(-\XH).

In particular, in the simple scaling case, we have

(2.7) B(-\X) = h"bh(.\X)*B(.\hX).

From (2.2) we see that B(.\hX) converges to ô in Z3'(W) as /i-»0, hence

(2.7) yields
limh"bh(.\X) = B(.\X).

Taking Fourier-Laplace transforms of both sides of (2.6), we obtain

B(.\X)- = (detH)b„(.\xrBi.\XHr.

The Fourier-Laplace transform of Bi-\X) is well known (see [3]):

(2.8) B(.\xr(t) = n1 ~ ex$r*Txj),    iec,
j=x K XJ
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where x¡ denotes the jth column of X, j = 1,...,«. It follows that

(2.9) MOT-ñ/;^,      {eC<.

3. Linear diophantine equations

Let A be an mxn integer matrix and b an integer w-vector. In this section

we are concerned with the following system of linear diophantine equations

(3.1) Ay = b.

We shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for the system (3.1 ) to have in-

teger solutions for y. To this end we first recall some concepts from elementary

matrix theory.

We use the usual notation for matrix partition. For example, if ax, ... , a„

axe the columns of a matrix A , then we may write

A = [a{, ... , a„].

An m x n matrix with m < n is said to be of full row rank if its rank equals

m. An m x n integer matrix 77 of full row rank is said to be unimodular,

if any m x m submatrix of 77 has determinant -1,0 or 1. In particular, a

square matrix 77 with integer entries is unimodular if and only if | det C/| = 1 .

Let A and B be two m x n integer matrices. We say that B is left equivalent

to A if B = UA for some m x m unimodular matrix U ; B is right equivalent

to A if B = A V for some n x n unimodular matrix V.

For two integers p and q, we use the notation p \ q to indicate that q

is an integer multiple of p. For a set E of integers we denote by g.c.d.(Ti)

the greatest common divisor of the integers in E. If E = {0} , we adopt the

convention that g.c.d.(E) = 0. Let A be an mxn integer matrix with m < n .

We denote by dA the g.c.d. of all mx m minors of A . For J ç {1, ... , m} ,

we denote by A(J) the matrix made up of the rows of A indicated by J.
From the Laplace expansion of determinants we see that dA(j)\dA .

Lemma 3.1. Let A and B be two mxn integer matrices with m < n. If there

is an nxn integer matrix C such that B = AC, then dA\dß . Moreover, if B

is right equivalent to A, then dA = ds ■

Proof. If B = AC for some integer matrix C, then every column of B is an

integer linear combination of the columns of A . Then every mxm minor of

B is an integer linear combination of the mxm minors of A , which are integer

multiples of dA . This shows that dA\dß . Moreover, if C is unimodular, then

A = BC~X and C~x is also an integer matrix. Hence dß\dA , and so dA= dß ,

as desired,   a

The following theorem can be found in [24, p. 10]. However, for reader's

convenience, we shall give a proof for it.

Theorem 3.2. Let A be an integer matrix of full row rank. Then the system

(3.1) has an integer solution for y if and only if dA = d[A¡b].

Proof. Assume that A is an mxn matrix with m < n. From the very

definition of dA , we have d[Aj,x\dA . Suppose that (3.1) has an integer solution
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y. Then
[A,b] = A[I,y],

where 7 is the n x n identity matrix. By Lemma 3.1, dA\d[A,b]- Thus dA =

d[A, b] > as desired.
Suppose conversely that dA = d[A,b\ ■ We wish to prove that the system (3.1)

has an integer solution for y. Every integer matrix is left equivalent to an

integer matrix in row-echelon form (e.g., see [23, pp. 294-295]). Thus, AT is

left equivalent to an integer matrix whose last n - m rows are all zero. After

taking transpose, we find that there exists an nxn unimodular matrix 77 such

that the last n-m columns of the matrix B := AU axe all zero. It follows that

[B,b] = [A,b]   %   J

so [B, b] is right equivalent to [A, b]. Hence by Lemma 3.1 and the assump-

tion that dA = d[A, b] we fiave

(3.2) dB = dA = d[A¡b] = d[Bb].

Let C be the matrix made up of the first m columns of B. Since the last

n-m columns of B axe all zero, we deduce from (3.2) that

|detC| = dc = dB = d[BJ)] = d[C,by

By Cramer's rule the vector C~xb is an integer m-vector. Let z be the n-

vector of which the first m components are those of C~xb and the remaining

ones are zero. Then y := 77 z is an integer «-vector and satisfies

^y = ^77z = /iz = C(C-1o) = è.   D

Corollary 3.3. The system (3.1) has integer solutions for any given integer vector

b if and only if dA = 1.

Proof. The sufficiency of this corollary is a straightforward consequence of The-

orem 3.2. For the necessity, let e¡ be the y'th column of the mxm identity

matrix 7 (j = 1, ... , m) and for each j let y¡ be an integer solution to the

system Ay = e¡. Set

Y = [yx,y2,... ,ym].

Then AY = I. By Lemma 3.1 we have dA\d¡. But d¡ = 1 , hence dA = 1.   D

The following theorem relaxes the condition in Theorem 3.2 that A is of full

row rank.

Theorem 3.4. Let A be an mxn integer matrix. The system (3.1) has an

integer solution for y if and only if the following two conditions hold.

(i) xank(A) = rank([^, b]).
(ii) There exists a subset J of {I, ... , m) such that rank(^) = xank(A(J)) =

#J and dA{J) =d[Atb]{J).

Proof. From linear algebra we know that the condition (i) is necessary. Theo-

rem 3.2 tells us that the condition (ii) is also necessary. To prove the sufficiency,

let 7 be a subset of {1, ... , m) such that xanW(A) = rank(^(7)) = #7 and

dA(j) = d[A,bi(j) ■ Denote by a¡ the 7th row of A, and by bj the jth com-
ponent of b , j = 1, ... , m . By Theorem 3.2 one can find an integer vector y

such that

(3.3) ajy = bj
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for all j £ J . By virtue of the condition (i) we have

xank([A,b](J)) > rahk(A(J)) = rank(^) = xank([A,b]) > xank([A, b](J)).

It follows that rank([vl, b](J)) = xank([A, b]). This shows that any row of

[A, b] is a linear combination of the rows of [A, b](J). But every row [a¡, bj]

of [A, b](J) satisfies (3.3), hence so does every row \a¡, b¡\ of [A,b], j =
I, ... , m . In other words, y satisfies the equation (3.1).   G

4. Linear independence of the integer translates

of a discrete box spline

In this section we shall investigate the linear independence of the integer

translates of the discrete box spline bn(-\X). Here, 77 = diag{«i, ... , «„} is

a scaling matrix with Nj = l/h¡ being positive integers, /*= 1, ... , n , and X

is an sx n integer matrix. Further, we assume that X is of full row rank. We

denote by ZZi§(X) the collection of all 5x5 invertible submatrices of X.

Let 0 be a distribution supported on a compact set in W . For any ß £ Zs,

4>(- - ß) is called a (multi)integer translate of <p. Consider the nullspace N((j>),

i.e., the set of those sequences /: Zs —> C for which

Y f(ß)4>(- -ß) = o.
ßev

If N(<¡)) is trivial, i.e., N(t¡>) = {0}, then we say that the integer translates

(/>(' - ß)  (ß G Zs) are linearly independent.

It was de Boor and Höllig [3] who first studied the linear independence prob-

lem for integer translates of a box spline. Given an integer matrix X of full

row rank, they showed in [3] that the integer translates of the box spline B(-\X)

axe linearly independent only if the matrix X is unimodular. Dahmen and

Micchelli [7], and Jia [15] independently, proved that this condition is also suf-

ficient. For the discrete case, Dahmen and Micchelli [11] demonstrated that the

condition that X is unimodular is also sufficient for the integer translates of

bh(.\X) to be linearly independent, but pointed out that this condition, in gen-
eral, is not necessary. In this section, we shall give a complete characterization

for the linear independence of the integer translates of bn(-\X) in the general

scaling case.
Our results are based on a characterization of the linear independence of the

integer translates of a compactly supported distribution. Let

KM) := {z G (C\{0})': (z»)ß&f £ N(<f>)}.

When (p is a compactly supported continuous function, Dahmen and Micchelli

[7] showed that N(<¡>) is trivial if and only if K(4>) is empty. Ron [21] extended

their result to the case in which tf> could be a compactly supported distribution

and observed that for 6 £ Cs, ew £ K(<p) if and only if (4>(6 + 2no))a^ = 0.

Thus their result can be stated as follows.

Theorem 4.1. Let tf> be a distribution supported on a compact set in W . Then

the integer translates </>(• - ß) (ß G Zs) are linearly independent if and only if

for any 6 £ Cs, there exists some a g Zs such that </>(# + 2na) ^ 0.

Let us apply this theorem to the study of linear independence of the integer

translates of the discrete box spline bn('\X). Recall that the jth column of X
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is denoted by x¡, j = 1, ... , n . The Fourier-Laplace transform of bn(-\X)

was given in (2.9), from which we find that

bH(-\X)~(d + 2na) ¿ 0

if and only if

(4.1) xJ(B + 2na) $ 2n(Z\NjZ)

for all j = 1, ... , n. Given 6 £ Cs, let J be the set of those indices j

for which xjd £ 2nZ. Then for j $ 7, (4.1) holds automatically, while for

j £ J, (4.1) is equivalent to xja - bj £ NfZ where bj = -xj9/2n is an

integer. Note that the vector b = (bj)j^j lies in soan(XT (J)), the real linear

space spanned by the column vectors of XTiJ). On the other hand, given an

integer vector b £ span(XT (J)) one can find 6 £ <CS such that XT(J)6 = b .

This motivates us to consider the n x (s + n) integer matrix

(4.2) A:=[XT,diag{Nx,...,Nn}].

From the above remarks we conclude that the integer translates of bn(-\X) axe

linearly independent if and only if for any nonempty subset 7 of {1, ... , n}

and any integer vector b £ span(Xr(7)) the system of linear diophantine equa-

tions

(4.3) AiJ)a = b

has an integer solution a £ Zs+n . We are now in a position to prove the main

result of this section.

Theorem 4.2. The following statements are equivalent:

(i)  The integer translates bai-- ß\X)   (^ 6 Zs) are linearly independent.

(ii) For any linearly independent set {xj : j £ J) of columns of X, dA(j) =
1, where A is the matrix given in (4.2) and 7C{1,...,«}.

(iii) For any linearly independent set {xj : j £ J} of columns of X,

(4.4) g.c.d.{^r(J), g.c.d.{A,: j £ J}} = 1.

Proof, (i) => (ii) : Suppose that {Xj : j £ J} is linearly independent. Then any

vector b £ ZJ lies in span(Xr(7)). Thus, if the integer translates of bn(-\X)

are linearly independent, then given any integer vector b £ ZJ the system (4.3)

has integer solutions. Consequently, by Corollary 3.3 we have dA{j) = 1, as

desired.
(ii) => (iii). Denote by c(7) the left-hand side of (4.4). Let B be an

I x I submatrix of A(J), where / = #7. Then either B is a submatrix of

XT(J), or detB is an integer multiple of some Nk , k £ J. In the former

case, dxr(J)\detB, while in the latter case, N^detB. Hence in both cases,

c(7)|det5. The g.c.d. of the determinants of such submatrices B is dA(j),

which is 1 by assumption. This shows that c(7) = 1.

(iii) => (ii). We prove this by induction on / := # 7 . The case / = 1 is triv-

ial. Suppose that {x¡: j £ J) is linearly independent, where 7 ç {1, ... , n)

has cardinality / > 1 . To an index j £ J and an (/ - 1) x (/ - 1) subma-

trix of A(J\j) there corresponds an / x / submatrix B of A(J) such that

detB = ±(det C)Nj. The g.c.d. of the determinants of all such submatrices C

is dA(j\j), which is 1 by the induction hypothesis. This shows that dA(j)\Nj for
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all j £ J. Moreover, dA(j)\dXT(j). It follows that ^(/)|c(7). But c(J) = 1

by assumption, hence dA/j) = 1 .

(ii) =$■ (i). We have demonstrated that (i) is true provided that for any

nonempty subset 7 of {I, ... , n} and any integer vector b G span(ATr(7)),

the system (4.3) has integer solutions. To prove the existence of integer solu-

tions of (4.3), by Theorem 3.2 it suffices to show that dA(j)\ detB for any / x /

submatrix B of [A(J), b], where / = # 7 . Let B be such a matrix. Then there

exists a subset K of 7 and a square matrix C consisting of some columns of

[XT(J\K), b(J\K)] such that detB = ±(detC)NK where NK := UkeKNk.
In the case K = 0 we adopt the convention that NK = 1. If {xj : j £ J\K}

is linearly dependent, then the rows of XT(J\K) axe linearly dependent, there-

fore so are the rows of [XT(J\K), b(J\K)], because b £ svan(XT(J)). Thus

detC = 0, and so detB = 0 in this case. If {xj: j £ J\K] is linearly inde-
pendent, then dA(j\x) = I by assumption. For any square matrix Q consisting

of some columns of A(J\K), one can find an / x / submatrix P of A(J)

such that detP = ±(det Q)NK . Since dA(j) | det P, and since the g.c.d. of the

determinants of all such Q is dA(J\K) = 1, we have dA(j)\Nti. Thus, in both
cases, dA(j)\ detB , thereby completing the proof.   D

Applying Theorem 4.2 to the simple scaling case, we obtain the following

corollary. Note that the sufficiency of this corollary was first proved by Dahmen

and Micchelli in [11] under an additional condition.

Corollary 4.3. Let N be a positive integer and h = l/N. Then the integer

translates of bf¡(-\X) are linearly independent if and only if N is relatively prime

to | det/J| for any B g 3§(X).

Proof. The necessity comes from Theorem 4.2 immediately. To prove the suf-

ficiency, we pick a linear independent set {xj : j £ J) of columns of X. Then

one can find an element B £ ZZ$(X) so that for every j £ J, Xj is a column

of B . We have dXT(j) | det B ; hence

g.c.d.{^r(J), 7V}|g.c.d.{det/7, TV}.

But the latter is 1 by assumption. Thus the sufficiency follows from Theorem

4.2.    D

5. Partial difference equations

Certain linear partial difference equations arise from the study of box splines.

In this section we shall investigate these equations. Such an investigation is

essential for our understanding of the local structure of discrete box splines.

For y g W and a function / defined on W, we denote by Dyf the di-

rectional derivative of fi in the direction y, and by Vyf the corresponding

backward difference of / :

Vy/:=/-/(--y).

More generally, for a multiset Y of vectors in W , let

DY:=\\Dy,        Vy:=[]vy.
yex yeY
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Here by a multiset we mean a set with possible repeated elements (see [25, p.
15]).

Let X be an sxn real matrix. We also view X as the multiset of its column

vectors x\,... ,xn. The support of the box spline B(-\X) is

ÏXl:= {'¿ijXj:0<tj< 1, all ; I ,

which is also known as the zonotope spanned by xx, ... , x„ .

The following differentiation formula was given in [3]:

(5.1) DYB(.\X) = VYB(-\X\Y)   for FCZ.

We assume that X spans W and use the abbreviation

¥iX) := {Y C X: span(X\F) ¿ Rs},

where span(X\7) denotes the linear span of X\Y. Further, assume that X

is an integer matrix. Then by (5.1) we find that for any Y g ffiX), DYBi-\X)
has its support in

(5.2) c(X):=    [J   (span(X\Y) + Zs),
Y€-T(X)

which is a union of hyperplanes in W . A connected component of |L¥]]\c(X) is

called a fundamental X-region (see [9]). Thus, on each fundamental X-region,

(5.3) DYB(.\X) = 0   for all Y £ f(X).

This motivates us to consider the following system of linear partial differential

equations for / g 3¡'(W) :

DYfi = 0,        Y£f/(X).

The solutions to the above system form a linear space, which we shall denote

by D(X). It was proved in [3 and 7] that D(X) is a finite dimensional linear

space of polynomials provided X spans W . From (5.3) we see that on each

fundamental X-region, B(.\X) agrees with some element of D(X).

Analogously, consider the following system of linear partial difference equa-

tions for f £ S, where S denotes the linear space of all mappings from Zs to

C:

VYf=0, Y£f/(X).

The solutions to the above system form a linear space, which we shall denote by

V(X). It was proved in [10] that V(X) is a finite dimensional space provided
X spans W .

In what follows, for a subset E of W , we set

u(E\X):=(E-lXl)riZs.

When E = {y} we denote this set by v(y\X). Note that a £ v(E\X) if and
only if the support of B(- - a\X) intersects E. By the definition of u(y\X),

we see that the compact set y - [XJJ is disjoint from Zs\v(y\X), which is a

closed set. Hence there exists an open neighborhood Gy of the origin such

that y - 1X1 + Gy is disjoint from Zs\v(y\X).  This shows that v(y\X) =
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v(y + Gy\X). More generally, for any nonempty subset E of W , there exists

an open set G containing E such that v(E\X) = v(G\X).
Dahmen and Micchelli in [10] proved that for a point y G Rí\c(X), any

mapping from v(y\X) to C has a unique extension to an element of V(X).

They used this result in [ 12] to study the piecewise structure of discrete truncated

powers. This result, however, is not adequate to give a satisfactory description

of the local structure of discrete box splines (see [11]). To this end, we extend

their results as follows.

Theorem 5.1. Let Q be a nonempty connected subset of W, and X a multiset

of nonzero integer vectors in W such that span(X) = W . Let g be a sequence

on v(Çl\X), i.e., a mapping from v(Yl\X) to C, which satisfies the following

condition: For any Y £ fr'(X),

(5.4) VYg(a) = 0   foralla£v(Cl\X\Y).

Then there exists a unique element f £ V(A") such that f agrees with g on

u(Q\X).

Of particular interest is the case in which X is a basis for W . In such a
case, we can prove the following stronger result concerning nonhomogeneous

partial difference equations. For some related results, see [18, §4] and [19].

Theorem 5.2. Let V bean sxs integer matrix whose columns form a basis for

W . Associate to each column vector v £ V a sequence av £ S. Then the system

of linear partial difference equations

(5.5) vvfi = av,    v£V,

has a solution f in S ij and only if

(5.6) Vuav = Vvau   for u^v.

Moreover, given a point y £ W\c(V) and a mapping g from v(y\V) to C, the

system (5.5) has a unique solution f satisfying the initial condition

(5.7) f(y) = gi7)   fiorally£viy\V),

provided the compatibility condition (5.6) holds.

Proof. Evidently, the compatibility condition (5.6) is necessary for the system

(5.5) to have a solution. Let us prove that (5.6) is also sufficient. We observe that

W is the disjoint union of y - F([0..1)J) + Vß, ß g Zs. Since y G R'\c(K),
we have

(y - K([0..1)') + Vß) n V = v(y\V) + Vß    for B £ Zs.

Hence Zs is the disjoint union of v(y\V) + Vß , ß g Zs . Thus any a £ Zs has

a unique representation as follows:

(5.8) a = y + Y,ßvV,

where y G v(y\ V) and ßv G Z, all v G V . For m = 0, 1, ... , let

Gm:=   IJ (v(y\V) + Vß),
\ß\=m

where \ß\ := £ueK \ßv\. Note that C70 = v(y\V).
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Suppose f £ S is a solution to the system (5.5) satisfying (5.7). Then for
any v £ V and all aeZs,

(5.9) f(a) = f(a-v) + av(a),

(5.10) f(a) = fi(a + v)-av(a + v).

From the representation (5.8) of a we see that if a G Gm+l , then a - v £ Gm

whenever ßv > 0, and a + v £ Gm whenever ßv < 0. Thus the values of /

on Zs are uniquely determined by (5.9) and (5.10) together with (5.7). This

proves the uniqueness of the solution.

Furthermore, (5.9) and (5.10) together with (5.7) give an inductive way to

define fi on Gm (m = 0, I, ...). We only have to verify that / is well

defined. For this, we argue by induction on m. Suppose / is well defined

on {J'JLqGj and satisfies (5.7), (5.9) and (5.10). We wish to prove that the
same is true for C7m+i. Pick a £ Gm+x. Suppose in the representation (5.8) of

a, ßu ¥" 0, ^W7¿0,for u, v £ V, u jé v . We shall only deal with the case

ßu > 0 and ßv > 0, since the other cases can be treated in the same way. In

such a case, a-u-v £ C7m_i . Since (5.9) is true by the induction hypothesis

when a is replaced by a - u £ Gm , we obtain

f(a -u) + au(a) = f(a - u - v) + av(a - u) + au(a)

= f(a -u-v) + au(a -v) + av(a)

= f(a - v) + av(a),

where we have used the condition (5.6) to derive the second equality. This

finishes the induction step. The sequence / so constructed is a solution to the

system (5.5) due to (5.9) and (5.10), and satisfies the initial condition (5.7).   G

We are now in a position to prove Theorem 5.1. Our proof follows along the

lines of the paper [15].

Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof proceeds by induction on #X. First, consider

the case # X = s, i.e., the columns of X form a basis for W . By the remark

made before the statement of Theorem 5.1, there exists a connected open set G

containing Si suchthat u(G\Y) = u(Si\Y) for all Y ç X. Thus, without loss of

generality, we assume that Si itself is a connected open set. Pick y G Si\ciX).

By Theorem 5.2, there exists an element / G V(X) such that / agrees with g

on u(y\X). We shall demonstrate that / agrees with g on v(Si\X). For this

purpose, it suffices to show that / agrees with g on v(z\X) for all z £Si. Let

z g Si. Since Si is open and connected, we can find a finite sequence of points

yo, ... , y m satisfying the following conditions: (a) yn = y and ym = z ; (b) for

every j £ {1, ... , m} , the segment connecting y7_! with y, lies in Si ; (c) for

each j £ {1, ... , m} , y¡ — y,_i = ax for some a G (-1/2.. 1/2) and x £ X.

Knowing that / agrees with g on v(yo\X), we shall prove by induction on j

that f agrees with g on u(yj\X), j = I, ... , m . Let j > 0 and assume that

/ agrees with g on u(yj-x\X). Suppose y, —y¡-\ = ax for some x £ X and

a £ (-1/2..1/2). Pick a £ v(y¡\X). Then

(5.11) yj - a £ tx + \\X\xl

for some t £ [0..1]. It follows that

(5.12) y;_, - a = (y} - ax) - a £ (t - a)x + x\X\xJ.
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We have t-a £ (-1/2..3/2). If t-a £ [0..1],then a also belongs to v(yj_x\X)
by (5.12); hence f(a) = g (a) by the induction hypothesis. If t-a £ (-1/2..0),
then

y,_i - (a - x) G (1 +1 - a)x + lX\x\ ç ILYJ,

and therefore a - x G u(yj-x\X). Moreover, t - a £ (-1/2..0) and t £ [0..1]

imply 0 < t < a, hence y, - tx lies in the segment fromy,_i = y¡ - ax to

y i, and therefore lies in Q. By (5.11) this shows that a £ u(Si\X\x). Thus it

follows from (5.4) that g (a) = g (a - x). By the induction hypothesis and the

fact that feV(X) we obtain

f(a) = fi(a -x) = g (a - x) = g (a).

In the case t-a £ (1..3/2), one can prove f(a) = g (a) in the same way. This

shows that / agrees with g on v(y}\X) and finishes the induction step. Thus

Theorem 5.1 is true for the case # X = s .

Now let # X > s . Suppose the theorem is true for any multiset X' of vectors

with span(X') = W and #X' < #X. Let V ç X be a basis for W .
First, we associate to each v £ V a sequence av £ S as follows. If X\v

does not span W , then we set av = 0. If X\v spans W , then we choose av

to be an element of V(X\v) such that

(5.13) av(a) = Vvg(a)   for all a £ u(Si\X\v).

The existence of av is guaranteed by the induction hypothesis, since for any

F G ff(X\v) we have span(X\f\7) ^ W and hence by (5.4)

VyV„£(a) = Vruvgia) = 0   for all a G u(Si\X\v\Y).

Next, consider the system (5.5) with the sequences av chosen as above. Let

u, v £ V, u ^ v . If X\u\v spans RJ, then we have

Vuav(a) = VuVvg(a) = VvVug(a) = Vvau(a)    for all a £ u(Si\X\u\v).

Therefore by the uniqueness part of the induction hypothesis, Vvau = Vua„

everywhere. If X\u\v does not span!*, then both Vvau and Vua„ vanish
on Zs. This verifies the compatibility condition (5.6). Thus by Theorem 5.2

there exists a solution fi £ S to the system (5.5). We claim that / G V(X).

Indeed, any Y £ f/(X) contains an element v £ V, for otherwise X\Y would

contain V, which is a basis of W . For this v, Y\v £ ff(X\v). If X\v does
not spanR*, then av = 0 ; otherwise av £ V(X\v). In both cases we have

Vy/ = Vn„ Vvf = VY\vav = 0.

This verifies our claim.

Let Si' := Si- lX\Vft. Then Si' is also a connected set and v(Si'\V) =
v(Si\X). Since Vvf = av for v £ V , it follows from (5.13) that

V„(£ - fi)(a) = 0   for all a £ u(Q\X\v) = i/(Q'|F\t>).

Hence by what has been proved before one can find an « G V(F) ç ViX) such

that « agrees with g - fi on i/(Q'|F). Let /:=/ + «. Then /eV(I) is an

extension of g.
To prove the uniqueness it suffices to show that any / G ViX) vanishing

on uiSi\X) must be identically zero. Let v £ V. If X\v does not span W,

then Vvfi = 0; otherwise Vvf £ ViX\v).  In the latter case, Vvf = 0 on
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u(Si\X\v). Hence by the induction hypothesis we have Vvf = 0. Thus / G

V(V) and / = 0 on v(Si'\V). By Theorem 5.2 we conclude that / = 0.   n

Remark. Our proof of Theorem 5.1 is self-contained. In contrast to Dahmen

and Micchelli's method [9], our method does not rely on any information about

the volume of the zonotope of IXJ . In fact, it is easily derived from Theorem

5.1 that the volume of [XJ equals dim(V(X)). Thus one can find the volume

of [XJ by computing the dimension of V(X).

6. The local structure of a discrete box spline

To study the local structure of a discrete box spline we need to consider

partial difference equations on a lattice. Here by a lattice in W we mean a free

Z-module of dimension s generated by finitely many rational vectors in W .

(A vector is called a rational vector if all its components are rational numbers.)

Let M be a lattice, and let S(Af) be the linear space of all mappings from M

to C. Let X be a finite multiset of vectors in M such that span(X) = W . Then

for any x £ X the difference operator Vx maps S(Af) into itself. Consider

the system of linear partial difference equations for / g SiM),

VYfi = 0   for all Y £ ¥(X).

The solutions to this system form a linear subspace of S(M), which we shall

denote by Vm(X) .

Theorem 6.1. Let Si be a nonempty connected subset ofW, Ma lattice in Rs,

and X a finite multiset of vectors in M such that span(X) = W. Let g be a

mapping from (f2-[XJ)nAf to C having the property that for any Y £^(X),

(6.1) VYg(a) = 0   foralla£(Si-lX\YJ)f\M.

Then there exists a unique element fi g Vm(X) such that fi agrees with g on

(Q-prj)nA/.

Proof. The free Z-module M has a basis, say {vi, ... , vs} (e.g., see [14,

§IV.2]). Let A be the linear transform on W determined by Av¡ = e¡, j =

1, ... , s, where e¡ is the 7th column of the s x s identity matrix. Then

AM = Zs and AX c Zs. The linear transform A induces a mapping / ►-»

/ o A~x which is an isomorphism between S(M) and S. We observe that

/ G VM(X) if and only if / o A~x g ViAX). Moreover, for any Y £ ff(X),
(6.1) is equivalent to

VAYig o A~x)(a) = 0   for all «e(ifl- \JA(X\Y)J) n Zs.

Thus the present theorem reduces to Theorem 5.1.   D

Let now X be an s x n integer matrix of full row rank with columns

X\,... ,xn and let 77 = diag{«i, ... , «„} be a scaling matrix. If x is a

column of X, we write hx for h¡ in the case x = x¡■. Given Y ç X, by Y H

we denote the multiset {«j,y: y £Y) . The discrete box spline bni'\Y) can be

defined in terms of its Fourier transform (see (2.9)):

MHrm-n/jJff^.     i.
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It follows that

(6.2) VYHbH(.\X) = VYbH(.\X\Y),

which is obtained by comparing the Fourier transforms of both members.

Let 717 be a lattice in W containing both X77 and Zs. We view the discrete

box spline bn(-\X) as a mapping from M to C by defining bnia\X) = 0 for

aGM\supp(MW)-
The following theorem describes the local structure of the discrete box spline

bH(-\X).

Theorem 6.2. For each fundamental X-region Y, there exists a unique element

fT £ VM(XH) which agrees with bH(-\X) on (Y- [X//J) ni.

Proof. Any element in ff(XH) is of the form 777, where 7 G y(X). By
Theorem 6.1, it suffices to prove that for any 7 G J^(X),

(6.3) VYHbHia\X) = 0   for all a £ (Y - [(X\7)/7J) n M.

Since T is a fundamental X-region, we have Tnc(X) = 0 , where c(X) is given

by (5.2). Moreover, 7 g y(X) implies that [(X\7)77J c span(X\7) c c(X).
Hence

a £ (Y - [(X\7)7/J) n M => a i c(X).

Since VYbn(-\X\Y) is supported in c(X), it follows that

VYbHia\X\Y) = 0   for all a £ (T - [(X\7)77J) n M.

This together with (6.2) verifies (6.3), as desired.   D

7. Local linear independence

Given a subset Si of W , we observed before that the support of the box

spline B(- - j\X) U £ Zs) intersects Si if and only if ; G v(Si\X). Thus
we say that the integer translates of B(-\X) are locally linearly independent if,

for any open subset Si of W, the translates 7i(- - j\X), j g u(Si\X), axe
linearly independent over Q. It was proved in [9 and 16] independently that

the integer translates of B(-\X) are locally linearly independent if and only if

they are linearly independent.

One would attempt to define in the same fashion the local linear indepen-

dence of the integer translates of a discrete box spline. However, such a def-

inition is inappropriate, as the following example illustrates. Let s = 1, X =

[1, 1], and « = 1/2. Then the discrete box spline b/,(-\X) is supported on

{0, 1/2, 1}, and takes value 1/2 at 0 and 1, and 1 at 1/2. Let Si = (1/2.. 3/2).
Then

s„PP(W.-y))nn={(1}'   "''■?""
[ 0,      otherwise.

Clearly, the integer translates of bh(.\X) axe (globally) linearly independent,

but the translates b¡,(. - j\X) (j = 0, 1) are linearly dependent on Si. Conse-

quently, we have to modify the definition of local linear independence to suit

our purpose.
We point out that for j £ Zs,

(7.1) supp(M- - j\x)) n (Si - \XHI) Í 0
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if and only if j £ u(Si\X). Indeed, (7.1) is equivalent to

(suPp(M- - j\x)) + [X/7J) na^0.

But the support of bn(- - j\X) is ; + X(£#), where Eh is given by (2.3);
hence

supp(M- - 7'|X)) + [X/7J = j + XiEH) + [X/7J = ; + [XJ,

while ij + [XJ) n Q ^ 0 if and only if ; G u(Si\X). Thus, we say that
the integer translates of ¿>//(-|X) are locally linearly independent if, for any

nonempty subset Si of W , the translates bni--j\X), j g v(Si\X), are linearly

independent over Si - [X77J .

Theorem 7.1. The integer translates of ¿>//(-|X) are locally linearly independent

if and only if they are linearly independent.

Proof. Choosing £2 = 1* in the above definition, we see that local linear in-

dependence implies linear independence. To prove the converse, we assume

that the integer translates of è#(-|X) are linearly independent and let Si be

a nonempty subset of Rs. We wish to show that the translates &/,-(• - j\X)

ij £ z^(Q|X)) are linearly independent over (Q - [X77J) DM, where M is a

fixed lattice in W containing both XH and Zs. As was done in the beginning

of §5, one can find an open set C7 containing Q such that viG\X) = t-(Q|X)

and (G - [X77J) n M = (f2 - [X/7J) n M. Moreover, we have

(7.2) v(G\X) = v(G\c(X)\X).

Indeed, j £ v(G\X) implies that 7 + [XJ intersects C7; hence one can find u £

G\c(X) such that ; + [XJ 9 u. It follows that ;' G v(u\X). This verifies (7.2).
Thus the theorem will be proved if we can show that for any u £ R*\c(X), the

translates £#(• - j\X) (j £ v(u\X)) axe linearly independent over u - [X/7J .

If this were not true, then there would exist a nonzero mapping g from u(u\X)

to C such that

(7.3) £    g(j)bH(a-j\X) = 0   for all a £ (u - [X77J) n M.
jev(u\X)

Since u $ c(X), the condition (5.4) is vacuously true for Si = {«} ; hence by

Theorem 5.1, g can be extended to an element of V(X), which we shall still

denote by g. Then g ^ 0. Let / be the sequence on M given by

(7.4) f(a) = £ g(j)bH(a - j\X),     a£M.
jezs

We claim that / G VM(X77). Indeed, for any 7 G y(X), VYg = 0, and by
(6.2) we have

VYHfi=Y,sU)VYHbH(--j\X)
jev

= ^2g(J)^rbai'-J\X\Y)
jew

= Y,(VYg)(j)b„(--j\X\Y) = 0.
jev
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But for a £ (u- [X77J) n M, bH(a - j\X) £ 0 if and only if ; G v(u\X).
Thus it follows from (7.3) and (7.4) that

f(a) = 0   for all a £ (u - [X77J) n M.

Applying Theorem 6.1 to /, we conclude that / = 0. Since g / 0, (7.4)
means that the integer translates of bn(-\X) axe linearly dependent, which is a

contradiction.   D

8. Multivariate discrete exponential splines

In this section we extend the results in the previous sections to discrete expo-

nential box splines. Exponential box splines were introduced by Ron [20]. See

[ 1 and 13] for various properties of them. The following exposition of discrete
exponential box splines is taken from [13].

Let X be an s x n integer matrix of full row rank. Associate to each row

Xj of X a complex number pj, j = I, ... , n , and let p be the vector in C"

with pj as its 7th component. We write px for pj in the case x = x¡. The

exponential box spline Bß(-\X) is the distribution given by the rule

Bß(.\X):(j>^ f      e-"Tu<i>(Xu)du,    <p£2(Ks).
J[0..xy

When p = 0, Bßi-\X) reduces to the box spline B(-\X).
Let 7/ = diag{«i ,...,«„} be a scaling matrix. The exponential box spline

Bß(-\X) is related to BHß(-\XH) in the following way:

Bß(.\X) = (detH)    Y,    bß,H(a\X)BHß(.-a\XH),
a€X(E„)

where Eh is given by (2.3) and

(8.1) Zv,„(a|X)=       Yl      e~"Tß>        <**X{Eh).
ßEEH,Xß=a

The sequence (bß^H(oi\X))a&X(EH) is called the discrete exponential box spline

associated with p, X,and 77. We also view ^^(-IX) as a linear combination

of Dirac measures. The Fourier-Laplace transform of bß,n('\X) is computed

from (8.1) tobe

(8.2,        brMXr(i] = ûl^0^),       Í,C.

For simplicity, we shall investigate linear independence of the integer trans-

lates of bp,H('\X) only for the simple scaling case, i.e., 77 = diag{«,...,«}.

In this case, we write bßj,(.\X) for bß^i'\X), and write N for 1/«. Then

7Y is a positive integer. Let

Xi:={x£X:px + iefx £ 2niNZ}   for ^Cs

and

Aßih(X):={ieCs: span^) = Rs}.
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Theorem 8.1. Let X be an s x n integer matrix of full row rank. The integer

translates of the discrete exponential box spline bß^(-\X) are linearly indepen-

dent if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) bß>h(.\Xr(cl) * 0 for any i £ Aß,h(X) ;
(ii) N is relatively prime to det V for every V £ 3S(X).

Proof. The sufficiency of this theorem was established by Dahmen and Micchelli

(see [13, Corollary 9.4]). To prove the necessity we assume that the integer

translates of bß^(.\X) are linearly independent. Then the condition (ii) can

be established by an argument analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem

4.2. It remains to prove (i). If (i) were not true, then there would be some

£ G Aß^h(X) such that bßyh(.\X)~(c;) = 0. We claim that in this case for some
x G Xç and all a£Zs

(8.3) px + ixTH + 2na) £ 2niiZ\NZ).

This in connection with (8.2) would imply that

bß,h(-\X)~(e, + 2na) = 0   for all a £ Zs,

which, by Theorem 4.1, contradicts the assumption that the integer translates

°f bßthi'\X) are linearly independent.

Let q = («i, ... , as) £ Zs. There are two possible cases: Either xTa £ NZ

for some x G X¿, or xTa £ NZ for all x G X¿¡. In the former case, we have

xTa £ Z\NZ. But x G X( implies that px + ixTÇ £ 2niNZ. Therefore (8.3)

follows. In the latter case, xTa G NZ for all x G X¿ . Since £ G Aß^iX), X¿

spans W . Let F be a basis of W contained in Xt. One can find integers kx

(x G V) such that

xTa = kxN   for all x G V.

Applying Cramer's rule to the above system of linear equations, we obtain

ar = Nmr/det V,        r = 1, ... , s,

where mx, ... , ms are integers. Since 7Y is relatively prime to det V, det V

must divide mr. It follows that ar £ NZ, r = I, ... , s. Moreover, in view of

(8.2), btt,h(-\XnZ) = 0 implies

px + ixTc; £2ni(L\NZ),

for some x G X. But x' a £ NZ, hence (8.3) is valid for this x .   D

Let us now consider certain linear partial difference equations arising from

exponential box splines. Given p and X as before, we define Vß,vf:= Vvf+

pvf for v £ X and f £ S. For 7 ç X, let Vßt Y := Y[yeY v/*,y • Denote by

Vß(X) the linear space of those sequences f £ S for which

V„,y/ = 0   for all 7 G ff(X).

The following theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 5.1 was.

Theorem 8.2. Let Si be a nonempty connected subset of W . Let g be a mapping

from u(Si\X) to C satisfying the condition that for any Y £ff(X),

Vß,Yg(oZ) = 0   for all a £ u(Si\X\Y).
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Then there exists a unique element fi £ VßiX) such that fi agrees with g on

u(Si\X).

Let M be a lattice in W containing both XH and Zs. Denote by VßMiXH)

the linear space of those mappings / from M to C for which

Vß,Yfi = 0   for all 7 G J^(X/7).

The following theorem describes the local structure of bßtHi'\X).

Theorem 8.3. Let M be a lattice in W containing XH and Zs. For any

fundamental X-region Y, there exists a unique element fi- g VMia/(X77) which

agrees with bßtH(.\X) on (r - [X77J) n M.

We can define local linear independence of the integer translates of the dis-

crete exponential box spline in the same way as we did for the discrete box

spline in §7. We state the following theorem about local linear independence to

conclude this paper.

Theorem 8.4. The integer translates ofi bß^(-\X) are locally linearly independent

if and only if they are linearly independent.
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